INTRODUCTION {#sec1-1}
============

A placebo or nocebo effect occurs when an inert substance creates a beneficial or harmful effect in a person who takes it. Similarly, a nocebo response can occur with an inert or noninert substance as a worsening of the diagnosed condition or as treatment-emergent adverse effects.\[[@ref1]\] While the placebo effect has been well known for a long time, much less is known about its negative counterpart, named the "nocebo" effect, despite the fact that it may be a significant factor affecting the clinical outcomes.

The placebo effect (from the Latin, "I shall please") describes a desired clinical effect that arises solely from the patient\'s positive expectations. A typical example is giving a physiologically inert agent, to a cohort of subjects who reveal the same benefit as a similar cohort who is given an active drug. On the contrary, the nocebo effect (from Latin "I will harm") refers to the induction or worsening of symptoms induced by sham or active therapies.\[[@ref2]\] The term nocebo was coined by Walter Kennedy in 1961 to denote the counterpart to the use of placebo. The nocebo effect reflects changes in human psychobiology involving the brain, body, and behavior rather than drug toxicity.\[[@ref3]\]

Nocebo effects, which have been encountered in both clinical and research settings, occur when negative effects arise out of a patient\'s or participant\'s negative expectations.\[[@ref4]\] A study involving the use of finasteride in patients with benign prostatic hypertrophy revealed a 3-fold increase in the incidence of erectile dysfunction (ED) when this potential side effect was disclosed to the patient.\[[@ref5]\] In a similar study involving the use of beta-blocker (atenolol), only 3.1% of men reported (ED) when they were not told the name of the medication, 15.6% when they were told the drug name but not the potential risk of ED, while the incidence was 31.2% when they were told both the drug name and the potential risk of ED.\[[@ref6]\] Furthermore, Schweiger and Parducci reported that more than two-thirds of a sample including 34 college students reported mild headaches when they were told that a (nonexistent) electric current was passing through their skulls.\[[@ref7]\]

These studies and many others, indicate that, in certain kinds of side effects, disclosing a potential adverse event (AE) significantly increases the likelihood of such an event occurring. Obtaining patient consent is fundamentally important in clinical practice. However, when adverse effects occur directly as a result of disclosure, clinicians are faced with an ethical dilemma of two competing principles: autonomy and nonmaleficence and hence the importance of how to minimize the nocebo effects without encroaching on the principle of autonomy.

WHAT IT MEANS IN CLINICAL PRACTICE? {#sec1-2}
===================================

Neurological diseases {#sec2-1}
---------------------

Nocebo effect is very prevalent among neurological diseases resulting in low adherence and treatment outcome. The most productive models to better understand the neurobiology of the placebo effect are pain and Parkinson\'s disease.\[[@ref8]\] In these medical conditions, several neurotransmitters have been identified. Studies in the field of pain propose three mechanisms to explain the nocebo effect: expectation, conditioning, and anticipatory anxiety. Expectation is evident when the person expects that the drug will fail or not work. The conditioning mechanism is evident when the patient experienced negative results with previous other drugs.\[[@ref9]\]

### Nocebo effect in headache {#sec3-1}

Most of the studies involving nocebo effect were performed in randomized, controlled, clinical trials treatments that document harmful side effects and dropouts in the control group. The frequency of nocebo was estimated by the percentage of placebo-treated patients reporting at least one adverse side effect. The dropout frequency was estimated by the percentage of placebo-treated patients who discontinued the treatment due to intolerance. In studies of symptomatic treatment for migraine, the nocebo and dropout frequencies were 18.45% and 0.33%, but rose to 42.78% and 4.75% in preventative treatment studies. In trials for prevention of tension-type headache, nocebo and dropout frequencies were 23.99% and 5.44%. For symptomatic treatment of a cluster headache, the nocebo frequency was 18.67% [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}.\[[@ref10]\]
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### Nocebo effect in neuropathic pain {#sec3-2}

Neuropathic pain affects about 8% of the world population and is considered by many authorities an endemic disease. In a meta-analysis published by Papadopoulos and Mitsikostas on the nocebo effects in neuropathic pains trials, the frequency of nocebo effect was 52%, and the dropout rate by nocebo effect was 6%.\[[@ref11]\]

### Nocebo effect in epilepsy {#sec3-3}

Several meta-analytic approaches have investigated the extent of placebo and nocebo response in randomized, placebo-controlled, clinical trials of epilepsy. Significant differences have been identified in the AEs-induced nocebo effect across different conditions.\[[@ref12]\] A recent meta-analysis of placebo-controlled clinical trials in patients on antiepileptic therapy showed that three out of five placebo-treated patients (60.8%) reported at least one AE and 4.0% discontinued placebo treatment as a result.\[[@ref13]\]

### Other neurological diseases {#sec3-4}

In a meta-analysis of 3544 placebo-treated patients with Parkinson\'s disease, 64.7% reported at least one AE and 8.8% discontinued placebo treatment due to intolerance.\[[@ref14]\] A meta-analysis of the rate of nocebo responses in patients with restless legs syndrome showed that the pooled nocebo response was 45.36%.\[[@ref15]\] Nocebo responses in multiple sclerosis trials are substantial and appear to have increased significantly in recent years. The pooled incidence of nocebo responses was 74.4% [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}.\[[@ref16]\]

Statin-associated muscle symptoms {#sec2-2}
---------------------------------

Statin intolerance, predominantly due to statin-associated muscle symptoms (SAMS), is a common and difficult-to-manage condition affecting millions of patients worldwide. A few reports suggest that SAMS might result from patients\' perceptions about statins in light of negative press reports of statin use, or even poor understanding of warnings about statin-associated adverse effects.\[[@ref3]\] A recent analysis of The Anglo-Scandinavian Cardiac Outcomes Trial population\[[@ref17]\] showed that fewer patients could possibly report SAMS with statins if they receive the drug blindly than if they receive it as an open label, or they might have SAMS even if they received a placebo, indicating a highly improbable pharmacological basis and possible contribution of nocebo effect.\[[@ref3][@ref17]\]

Nocebo effect in depression {#sec2-3}
---------------------------

Among antidepressant trials, the size of both placebo and nocebo reactions varied substantially.\[[@ref18]\] The average rate of AEs and related discontinuations in placebo groups were 57% and 4%, respectively. When informing patients about possible AEs, physicians should avoid inducing negative expectations and hence, nocebo reactions, particularly when working with male patients and those with early onset depression.\[[@ref19]\]

Chronic pain after surgery {#sec2-4}
--------------------------

Chronic pain after major surgery is a common problem, estimated to occur in 20%--50% of patients.\[[@ref20]\] The principle of informed consent compels the clinician to explain possible side effects, such as chronic postsurgical pain, before performing surgeries. The honest disclosure may itself induce adverse effects through expectancy mechanisms (nocebo effects), such as persistent postsurgical pain, contradicting the principle of nonmaleficence. Ruan and Kaye propose that for surgeries which are lifesaving, or for major functional restoration, such as tumor removal, trauma surgical intervention, and so on, where postsurgical pain is of less concern comparatively, disclosure of the likelihood of chronic postsurgical pain in a balanced manner may be warranted.\[[@ref20]\]

CONTRIBUTING FACTORS {#sec1-3}
====================

The biological basis of the nocebo effect is only now beginning to be disentangled. The drivers of the placebo and nocebo phenomena may be a synergy of multiple biological and psychological variables, mediated by a further multitude of contextual and individual variables. There is clear evidence of physiological factors that underpin the phenomena, as well as a contribution by psychological factors.\[[@ref21]\]

Patient expectations of treatment side effects can have a significant influence over the type and number of symptoms that are reported following medical therapy. Expectations may be formed as a result of the informed consent process, through observation of another person experiencing symptoms, and through information presented in the media. Commonly held negative perceptions about generic drugs may result in the expectation of more adverse effects, and thus more treatment side effects.\[[@ref22][@ref23]\] The public and health-care providers often hold negative views of the generic medicines. Many patients do not trust generic drugs, and consider them as being of lower quality and less effective than their brand name counterparts.\[[@ref24]\] Many physicians and pharmacists also view generic drugs as being less safe, of lower quality, and more likely to cause side effects even though these views are not supported by randomized controlled studies.\[[@ref23][@ref25]\]

Besides, conditioning and expectancy affect nocebo responses, although the size of their effect vary greatly, depending on interindividual differences and different experimental paradigms. The neurobiology of the nocebo phenomenon emphasizes the involvement of reward pathways, such as the μ-opioid and dopamine pathways. Neurobiological pathways have been investigated in a limited range of experimental paradigms. The interconnection of psychological and physiological drivers of nocebo responses is a core feature of this phenomenon and further research is needed to fully understand the underpinnings of this phenomenon.\[[@ref21]\] Recognition of the nocebo-driven adverse effects presents a challenge to the physicians in their daily practice, because of its nonspecific nature and the similarity to the active medication\'s expected profile. Traits such as type A personality, neuroticism, and pessimism may predispose individuals to nocebo effect.\[[@ref26]\] News media play an important role in the development and spread of symptoms during health scares. The presentation of patient case studies in the news media is likely to be problematic, as both contribute to increased expectations of negative treatment outcomes.\[[@ref23]\]

CLINICAL MANAGEMENT {#sec1-4}
===================

Clinical management of the nocebo effect includes recognition of the phenomenon, changing the way of disclosure of potential drug-related adverse effects, shaping the patients\' expectations, and reducing exposure to people experiencing these side effects.

Physicians could reduce expectations of symptoms, especially for persons with at-risk personality types, though determining exactly which personality types these are, requires further research. These suggestions may have some limitations in terms of consent and paternalism, but there is always a scope to develop innovative ways to reduce nocebo effects without withholding information.\[[@ref22]\]

With the litigious environment back in mind, doctors may over-emphasize the risks of treatment for medicolegal reasons, which can increase the risk of inducing the nocebo effect. In the clinical setting, this may compromise therapy, and in the context of informed consent for clinical trials, may increase the rate of AE reporting.\[[@ref26]\]

Wells and Kaptchukadvocate that the conflict between the informed consent and nonmaleficence might be resolved by recognizing that adverse effects have no clear black or white "truth." They have proposed a practical approach to minimize nocebo effects, while still maintaining patient\'s autonomy through "contextualized informed consent," where disclosed information is tailored in a way that will reduce expectancy-induced adverse effects while preserving the respect of patient\'s autonomy and truth-telling.\[[@ref27]\] The notion of contextualized consent should consider how much information a patient wants to know with a proper compromise between patient\'s autonomy and unrealistic paternalism.

Del Pozo and Fins\[[@ref28]\] emphasized that the Western way of obtaining informed consent in a patient from the Eastern culture may provide "too much information and may leave the patient feeling misinformed." Giving too much information, at times, may raise suspicion that the physician might be withholding information or even hiding the truth.\[[@ref28][@ref29]\] To respect the autonomy of the patient, the physician should be fully aware of the cultural values and behaviors of his/her patient.

Although it is a great challenge to discuss the risks of therapy without creating anxiety, it is possible to engage patients in conversations that respect autonomy, avoid undue paternalism, and recognize that serious side-effects will be disclosed regardless.\[[@ref23]\]

While delivering the essential information, it would be preferable to bring attention to the benefits rather than losses. This method is called "framing" and in message framing, focus is placed on the percentage of patients who usually tolerate the treatment well or do not endure a particular adverse effect.

Shaping expectations may play a role in minimizing side effects. It is common, for example, for physicians to warn patients of the painful nature of an impending procedure, such as the administration of local anesthesia. However, this may have counterproductive effects, as it has been shown that lower scores for pain occur if the message was focused on the injection\'s beneficial effects, rather than it being painful.\[[@ref26]\]

Other suggestions include placing more emphasis on patients\' ability to cope with mild symptoms; permitted noninformation, in which a patient may agree to receive no information or less information about mild or temporary adverse effects; and patient education about nocebo effects including examples.\[[@ref30]\] Physicians should be aware of their own perceptions of generic drugs, and taking care not to transmit negative expectations about them to patients.

Finally, placebo and nocebo effects will always be present during the therapeutic process and may positively or negatively impact treatment effects (such as pain, incapacity, and satisfaction). Hence, it is up to the health professionals to make daily efforts searching for better therapeutic experiences for their patients.\[[@ref31]\] Clinicians, in their daily practice, should be aware that their presence in the therapeutic relationship has agency over and above the effects of the drugs they use or the procedures they perform. This is of paramount importance since it is a reminder that the context in which medical care is delivered influences important patient outcomes including treatment compliance, the experience of adverse effects, and the efficacy of our care.\[[@ref32]\]

RECOMMENDATIONS {#sec1-5}
===============

Physicians should be able to recognize this phenomenon and master tactics on how to manage these effects to enhance the quality of clinical practice. Managing patients\' beliefs and experiences are at the core of possible strategies. Creating a good physician--patient relationship, increasing empathic attitudes, exposing information suitably, decreasing expectations of adverse effects, and promoting social contact between successfully treated patients, may all contribute to minimizing nocebo effects. When the medical problem allows for a small delay in the start of therapy, a lower initial dose might be helpful.\[[@ref33]\]

CONCLUSION {#sec1-6}
==========

The nocebo effect is a common and clinically significant phenomenon. Nocebo responses may result from unintended negative suggestions about AEs of medications by physicians or nurses. Increased awareness of its existence, features, and developing strategies to manage are fundamental for physicians to mitigate its impact on clinical practice.
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